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COMMENTS

Comments are short papers which criticize or correct papers of other authors previously published in thePhysical Review. Each
Comment should state clearly to which paper it refers and must be accompanied by a brief abstract. The same publication schedule as
for regular articles is followed, and page proofs are sent to authors.

Comment on ‘‘Wigner phase-space distribution function for the hydrogen atom’’

Jens Peder Dahl
Chemical Physics, Department of Chemistry, Technical University of Denmark, DTU 207, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark

Michael Springborg
Department of Chemistry, University of Konstanz, D-78457 Konstanz, Germany

~Received 10 August 1998!

We object to the proposal that the mapping of the three-dimensional hydrogen atom into a four-dimensional
harmonic oscillator can be readily used to determine the Wigner phase-space distribution function for the
hydrogen atom.@S1050-2947~99!07005-5#

PACS number~s!: 03.65.Ca

In a recent paper@1#, Nouri considers the mapping of the
three-dimensional hydrogen atom into a four-dimensional
harmonic oscillator, and proposes that the Wigner function
for the hydrogen atom may be simply derived via this map-
ping. We contend that this is not a practicable procedure.

In the following, we deepen our contention by first giving
a brief overview of the connection between the hydrogen
atom and the four-dimensional oscillator. We then show that
the procedure used by Nouri to derive his Wigner function is
incomplete, and hence that the form of his function is incor-
rect. Finally, we make comparisons with the proper Wigner
function for the ground state of the hydrogen atom, as pre-
viously determined by us@2#.

As emphasized by Nouri, the connection between the
Schrödinger equation for a hydrogenlike atom,
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and the equation for a four-dimensional harmonic oscillator,
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has been studied by several authors@3#. It is based on the
Kustaanheimo-Stiefel~KS! transformation@4#,
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The Laplacians in Eqs.~1! and ~2! are defined by
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Direct evaluation of¹4
2, under the assumption thatc only

depends on (u1 ,u2 ,u3 ,u4) through the bilinear combina-
tions on the right-hand side of Eq.~3!, gives that
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Hence, left multiplication of Eq.~1! by 4r yields Eq.~2!.
The KS transformation has been classified as a diastrophi-

cal canonical transformation by Gracia-Bondı´a @5#, that is, a
canonical tranformation, which increases the number of co-
ordinates. The transformation of the linear momenta is ob-
tained from the differential mapping,
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wherew is a ‘‘dummy coordinate’’ with the incomplete dif-
ferentialdw. We get
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For the relations~3! and ~8! to define a caconical transfor-
mation, Poisson brackets must be independent of the phase-
space coordinates in which they are evaluated. Using the
coordinates (u1 ,u2 ,u3 ,u4 ,p1 ,p2 ,p3 ,p4) gives

$xa ,xb%50, $xa ,pb%5dab , $xa ,pw%50,
~9!
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with (a,b,g) referring to the (x,y,z) directions, respec-
tively. Hence, we get the well-known constraint

pw50. ~10!

Returning now to Nouri’s article, he writes the hydro-
genic wave functions in four space as linear combinations of
the harmonic-oscillator wave functions,
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This corresponds to Eq.~6! of Nouri’s article. The appropri-
ate linear combinations respect the condition thatc only
depend on (u1 ,u2 ,u3 ,u4) through the bilinear combinations
on the right-hand side of Eq.~3!. The ground-state wave
function is, in particular,

c00005~a2/p! e2~a2/2!u2
. ~12!

The standard definition of the Wigner function associated
with a wave functionc(q), whereq is a D-dimensional po-
sition vector, is

W~q,p!5 1/~p\!DE c~q2q8!* c~q1q8!e22ip–q8/\dq8.

~13!

Using this expression, with the coordinates
(u1 ,u2 ,u3 ,u4 ,p1 ,p2 ,p3 ,p4), and the expression~11! for the
wave function, Nouri obtained explicit expressions for the
hydrogenic Wigner functions. Here, it is sufficient to repro-
duce his result for the ground state, viz.,
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wherep̃2 is given by
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But now it follows from Eq.~8! that we may also write
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Hence, the expression forW0,0,0,0 does not obey the con-
straint~10!. W0,0,0,0 is consequently not a proper hydrogenic
Wigner function.

We stress that it is not sufficient to simply neglect the
contribution frompw in the expression forW0,0,0,0. The fatal
point is that the constraintpw50 is absent in the expression
~13!, from whichW0,0,0,0was evaluated.

To derive an expression for the Wigner function with the
constraint~10! taken into account at every step is probably a
very complicated matter. But even if it may be accom-
plished, the transformation of the result to three space is not
at all simple. As clearly demonstrated in a recent article by
Curtright et al. @6#, the transformation of a Wigner function
under a canonical transformation involves the generating
function for the transformation in a very complicated man-
ner.

The proper Wigner function for the hydrogen-atom
ground state was determined by us several years ago@2#. It is
a function ofr, p, andu, wherer andp are the magnitudes of
the position and momentum vectorsr and p, respectively,
andu is the angle between them. The detailed characteristics
of the Wigner function were described in@2#. Figure 1 shows
the radial distribution functionF1s(r ,p), obtained by inte-
grating over the angleu. It is normalized such that
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We note that there are phase-space regions in which
F1s(r ,p) becomes negative. This is in contrast to the simple
function ~14!, which is everywhere non-negative. We have
presented similar figures for other atoms in@7#.

This work was supported by the Danish Natural Science
Research Council.
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FIG. 1. Contour map of the functionF1s(r ,p). Starting from the
nodal curves~dashed lines, contour value 0!, contours have been
drawn at 0.015, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 a.u.~solid lines!, and
20.01 a.u.~dotted lines!. Adapted from Fig. 5 of Ref.@2#.
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